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L. Gardner and Sons
Delivery Vehicle
See page 2 for more information

Chairmans Notes
It would seem that I drew the short straw during the wonderful rally in June and
once again found myself in the position of Chairman. I must express my thanks
to all those who helped in so many ways to support the event…
I have already received a request to look at a 2017 rally site and have my own
suggestions too, these being Nottingham and Mexborough supported by Alan
Oliver . In the early days of rally planning, we would try and arrange a rally site
in a different part of the country, to give rally supporters an even opportunity of
attending these biannual rally's
My involvement with what must be the finest engines ever produced, began in
the mid 80's, with the purchase of a port of London health inspection launch,
built by Yarwoods Ship Builders with her original engine in place, but frost
damaged. Having rebuilt Listers before, made me very aware of the workmanship that goes into a Gardner 6L2 hand start, followed by a 4LK full rebuild, 4L2
and finally a scrap 6LXB into marine use
I started the rallies on my own, with full support from Gardner and their P. R.
man David Nash in 1996. I later started the forum with help and input from two
Gardner fans. It has been a difficult journey, but as the world changes, so do we
to stay ahead of the game.
Collin Paillin

Cover Photo
Please find copies of the photos of FTD 533, and FTD 641. Gardner's had the
pair made byERF in 1943, with a slightly different cab made by Jennings coachworks.
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FTD 533 had a 4LW, FTD 641 a 5lW. After 20 years service, in 1963 they ordered from ERF a new 6x2 chinese 6 twinsteer. It had a KV cab and a 6 LX150
hp engine.

It was the replacement for FTD 641. ERF took 641 in exchange for the new truck.
My father bought FTD 641 from ERF it was his third lorry. He had the body
changed to suit the loads he carried.
After a couple of years he had the cab replaced, but when mot testing came in

the brakes weren't adequate for 14 tons gross. This made it unviable to run.
It was always a special vehicle, and my father kept it inside, with the intention of
showing and rallying it. Sadly he died in 1986, before it was fully restored.
I finished the job, and my first outing was in 1988.
Robert Somerset.
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Rally at Bugsworth
For the 11th Gardner Engine Rally
we returned to Bugsworth Interchange Basin in the Peak District.
With around 50 entries it was one
of the best supported for a number
of years.
With 30 narrowboats attending we
used all of the space in the lower
basin and pretty much the entire
length of the wing wall up to the
upper basin, Once again the narrowboats represent the smaller of
the Gardner range featuring 2-3-4L2’s, 2-3-4 LW’s and 4LK’s
The road vehicles featuring 4LK’s some in there original installations others like
the Rolls, Daimler and Landrover having been retrofitted.
The larger commercials featured, 4LK, 5LW, 6LX. 6LXB, 6LXCT, 6LXDT,8LXB
and the 8LXBT owned by Phil
Comber which is believed to have
started life as a normally aspirated
version then upgraded to a turbo
charged unit at the factory on a
later date..
The stationary’s were represented
by 1L2’s in both Lab and Generator
versions 2LWs and a 4LW generator set.
The older small stationary’s, fea
tured a No “0” and“1F” Hot tube
Gas engines. Also a newly restored
“1CR” spirit engine .
Topping them all the HF13 Horizontal Oil Engine which as at our previous visit
to Bugsworth was in prime position at the entrance to the site.
The weather was bright and sunny,
although a little windy at times,
which proved challenging for our
shop gazebo. Fortunately we had
some strong bodies around who
managed to prevent a full take off
from taking place. Our shop was
well supported over the two days
and trade was busy. This was good
news as we had purchased more
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Gardner ‘1F’
Serial No 26746
Manufactured in 1926
It is believed that this 1 ½ BHP Hot
Tube Gas engine started its life
generating electricity in the offices of
the Shrewsbury Gas Works
Owned by Mike Clutton.
Wrecsam

Gardner ‘0’
Serial No 11813
Manufactured in 1926
¾ BHP Hot Tube Gas engine
Found in Oxfordshire
Owned by Mike & Margaret Clutton.
Wrecsam

1CR Marine Engine
Water Cooled four stroke spirit (Petrol) Engine
Centrifugal governor and magneto ignition
4.5 b.h.p @1000 r.p.m.
Serial No 6704
Date of manufacture 1906
Driven Machinery Deriver Sutorbilt 2LV
Positive displacement lobe blower/vacuum pump.
An improved marine engine designated the “R” range
was introduced in January 1906. The range was extended with the addition of 2,3,and 4 cylinder versions by
July 1914. An unusual feature of this range of engines
is the ability to adjust the clearance of the main bearings from the outside top of the crankcase.
These marine engines were also used as stationary
engines. This particular engine was sold new in 1906
to Lacy Hubert, Pneumatic Engineers, London, for
powering their plant no 1281. This plant was probably
one of their hand propelled portable air compressors
that were operated by such companies as the General
Post Office
Owned and restored by Geoff Ramsey
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stock and by the end of Sunday we had covered our costs and were starting to see
a small profit for the Forum. Orders were also taken for items we had sold out of.
This gave us the idea that if through our magazine we produced a list of items ,
then these would be available to purchase at any time and so fill in the gap
between rallies. A full list of stock can be seen at the back of the magazine.
Spaces were rapidly taken up and a few more squeezed in for our Saturday night
meal at the Navigation pub. The food was delicious and the staff made sure
everyone was well looked after. We were delighted to be joined by the chairman
of Bugsworth Heritage Trust Ian Edgar and his wife Sarah, who had ensured
along with his team that the basins were ready for our gathering. The work
which has been achieved at Bugsworth over the years is a credit to them, providing a place full of history and maintaining the basins for us all to enjoy, whether
arriving by boat, vehicle or on foot.
It was a night for socialising and meeting up with new and old friends, continuing
on with the days conversations and generally catching up with everyone's news.
On Sunday morning we held our AGM. With a very good turn out of members.
Due to the sad loss of our Chairman Mike Johnson and with Yvonne Crane no
longer able to carry on with the position of Secretary, we had some serious
business to attend to,
Firstly it was imperative that we found a new Chairman. Fortunately our past
Chairman Colin Pallin stepped up and agreed to undertake the role once again.
Linda Kemp has taken over from Yvonne as Secretary. The remainder of us
staying in the same roles. It was generally felt that we needed new blood on the
committee, both for input, help and giving the Forum a more secure base. To
this end we have persuaded! four members to join the committee, these being
John Naylor, Paul Syms, Simon and Pat Roberts. All very enthusiastic and
knowledgeable people who we look forward to working alongside.
Our rallies do not happen by themselves and there is a lot of hard work which
goes on behind the scenes both before and during the weekend. To this end a
special thanks must go to Paul Syms who took on the role of making this
weekend happen and run so smoothly. Behind every man is a good woman and
Paul would be the first to acknowledge the help of his wife Janice, thank you both.
A big thank you to Linda Kemp for sorting out new suppliers for our shop goods
and setting things up for the future. To all of you who helped Paul on site, or any
of the committee, thank you for your time and support, it was very much
appreciated. A final note of thanks must go to Jimmy and all his musician friends
who kept everyone entertained at the pub during “opening hours”. You were all
brilliant.
Some of you may not be aware that Bugsworth Basin complex is a conservation
area that is maintained by Bugsworth Heritage Trust who raise income from
grants and donations which enable them to carry on their good work. Those of
you who attended the rally will no doubt remember, we asked for donations for
the use of the facilities, and we were able to pass on a total of £485 to the Trust.
You will see from the thank you letter received from Ian Edgar that this was very
much appreciated. Thank you all for your generosity.
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Mrs. Linda Kemp,
Korna Cottage,
Works Lane,
Sarnstone,
Notts.,
NG13 9JJ
23rd June 2015
Linda,
This is a formal ' thank you’ for the most generous collection your members
made for the benefit of the Bugsworth Basin Fund. The total was £485.00
which was magnificent and is really much appreciated, You can rest assured
that the money will be well spent on future projects to renovate and/or
preserve this wonderful Ancient Monument We have some big schemes
planned which will require funding, hopefully from the Heritage Lottery
kind, “Matching funding” which the Trust will have to provide will no doubt
be substantial. Maintaining a 200 year old structure like Bugsworh Basin
requires alot of work and planning, plus it's expensive!
Many thanks also for the very hospitable and enjoyable Dinner at the
Navigation Inn. All credit and thanks also to Paul Syms who did almost all
the organising.
We hope to welcome the Gardner Engine forum to Bugsworth Basin sometime in the future. Please pass on our thanks to all your friends who made the
event so enjoyable.
Yours sincerely
Ian Edgar MBE
Chairman, Bugsworth Basin Heritage Trust.
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Mr Hugh and his dream engine
By Nicholas Faith Industrial Editor

Sunday Times Nov 1969

NEXT YEAR, Londoners will, for the first time, be riding in buses using a diesel
engine design which celebrated its 40th birthday last year. In this choice London
Transport is not going for anything cheap or outdated: the combination of
Daimler Fleetline chassis and a Gardner engine is the biggest seller in rear
engined double decker buses in' ‘Britain today. Moreover, the Gardner engine
costs £300 or so more than an alternative unit.
The competition the Gardner engine outclasses, by 10 per cent. or more in fuel
cost and reliability, includes names like Leyland, Rolls-Royce and Volvo, none
used to such a situation. For the Gardner engine, and the family firm which
makes it at Eccles near Manchester, is unique, The present chairman, Mr Hugh
Gardner, helped his father, Mr Joseph, to design a then-revolutionary high speed diesel engine in the late 1920's, and he, and his brother, Mr John, have
made it their life work to perfect the engine and to produce it in gradually
increasing quantities in a factory which does not look notably different from the
day it opened in 1908. The differences between Gardner and the rest start in Mr
Hug’s office, littered with valves, pistons and two engineers’ drawing boards in a
workman like chaos surely unique for the chairman of a company which last year
sold over 5,000 diesels last year to a total profit of nearly £1.2 million. From the
office come the instructions to make engines are one mans ideal. The result
means that much of the work,particularly the castings,are extremely complex.
Hugh wants his engines to run cool, so water has to get into thin iron parts of the
cylinder head. This means an awful lot of handwork packing the castings,so the
foundry can never be fully mechanised nor can work be farmed out. Virtually
every part of the engine is made within the one works, except for the connecting
rods and the fuel injector pumps, both of which are examined with scrupulous.
and suspicious care when they arrive. Even some of the machinery is home-made
(including grinding machines for crankshafts designed by Mr Joseph). And when
all the parts are finished the engine is put together by one man, who takes a day
and a half over the job. No nonsense about production lines so no wonder
Gardner needs 2,800 men to make half as Cummins for instance, makes with
1,500
Since the war many British companies have gone to the wall following the same
conservative line as the Gardner's, Yet the Gardner's flourish. There is a waiting
list of over two years for their marine engines, which account fore just under a
fifth of their production,and have been standard in British lifeboats for the past
18 years. Their engines for buses and trucks are doled out in insufficient
quantities, the Gardner's say they have “schedules” which they meet,their customers use words like “rationing” and “quotas”.
Their success comes because they have concentrated on the real need of certain
classes of customer for whom initial cost is not vital. What matters is the final
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cost after 10 or more years of use, 500,000 or more miles of road. Because the
Gardner engine has such efficient combustion (itself a product of a very complicated piston, designed to give the maximum “swirl” to the fuel) and is so well put
together, it does over a mile per gallon more than any other unit. At the 50,000100,000 mile-a-year rate use of buses and long-distance trucks, this alone means
a saving of £200-£500 a year. And once the chassis has rotted, the engine commands a decent price for sale to the fishermen of Hongkong, for whom a secondhand Gardner is a lifetime's dream.
The story, and indeed the atmosphere in the works, is a curiously Victorian one,
a pursuit of excellence not really connected with money, or the competition
there has only once been a rival engine in the works and that was by accident
during the war; for the rest, information comes only from technical literature
which leaves the Gardner's wondering, in the case of one world-famous
engine”just how x can use so much fuel.”
In the past five years whilst production has risen by over a quarter and the
average size of engine has gone up the firm's epitaph has been written on several
mistaken counts by the motor industry. The basic six-cylinder truck and bus
engine which reached 180 b.h.p. four years ago, over 50 per cent. up from the
basic 112 of the immediate post-war unit, was thought to have no more“stretch"
in it. Gardner it was assumed, could not compete with the newer V-type engines,
Particularly those made by the U S specialist, Cummins, which had had a successful in-line engine for a decade and opened a notably handsome new factory n
Darlington to make two V engines (a V-6 and a V-8) four years ago. These it was,
that would replace the Gardner as Truck sizes got larger, and more than 180
b.h.p. was needed
But, to users brought up on Gardner's and Leyland's, the Cummins engine has
proved difficult to use (it produced decent power only in a comparatively narrow
hand of high revs). Dodge now uses Cummins For 2 per cent, of the trucks it sells
here and both Ford and Guy sell more trucks powered with a rival, lighter, less
powerful Perkins engine. Yet, because British (i.e., Gardner) standards are so
much higher than those in the rest of the world, the Cummins engines have been
successful in export markets, which take three-quarters of the production.
Now Mr Hugh has resolved the dilemma of trying to get more power, not by
supercharging the engine or by increasing its speed both solutions which would
reduce reliability. He has simply added a couple more cylinders. Typically, it had
been assumed that this solution was impossible as making an engine too heavy.
Yet because the Gardner engine has so much aluminium in it including the vital
sump and crankcase the rule does not apply. So, come the Commercial Motor
Show next autumn and Mr Hugh will be there, with 240 h h p beside him and a
long queue of customers already signed up including at least two companies
from British Leyland.
That is, assuming that he bothers to leave his office.
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FOR SALE
1957 GARDNER 3LW MARINE ENGINE
To be built by Charles Mills
Also 2UC GARDNER GEAR BOX
Completely rebuilt with brand new/old stock
parts
Offers invited 07719 034583

www.ashoredboatmovingservices.co.uk
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Merchandise

Gillets
Sizes. L,XL.XXL.
Colour. Black.
£15.00 each

Fleece
Sizes L,XL,XXL
Colour. Black.
£20.00 each
Long Sleeve Sweat Shirt.
Sizes. M,L,XL,XXL.
£17.00 each
Round Neck Tee Shirts.
Sizes. M,XL,XXL.
£9.00 each
Polo Shirts.
Sizes. M,XL,XXL
£12.00 each
Colour. Light Grey.
Cut Vinyl Sticker
External Surface Fixing

Size. 175mm x 45mm
£2.00 each
Self Adhesive Aluminium Sign
Size. 285mm x 170mm x 1mm

£8.00 each
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High Quality Fleece
Sizes. S.M,X,XL,XXL
Colour. Navy Blue
£30.00 each
Currently To Order Only

Beanie Hats £5.00 each
Colour. Black

Baseball Hats £7.00 each
Colour. Black

China Mug 300ml
Colour. White
£5.00 each

Thermal Mug 300ml
Colour. Black
£4.00 each
Sizes listed are in stock, other sizes available to order
Postage and packing to be added at time of despatch
To order please email your requirements to gardnerengineforum@blueyonder.co.uk
or
Telephone 01384 827745
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Thames Diamond Jubilee Pageant: Gardner Engine Builder.
vintage oil engine specialists.
Marine engine erectors & repairers.

Gearbox rebuilders.

Long skirt/offset pin LW pistons modified to suit
left hand L2 engines.
L2 & LK inlet valves manufactured. Timing chains renewed/adjusted.
LW conrod & crankcase conversions to thin wall (shell) bearings.
Cambox & governor rebuilds. Worn ram tappet bores sleeved.
Cyl. head & block overhauls. New pistons supplied & fitted.
Nationwide marine engine service for BCR/L2/L3/LK/LW/LX
Broken stud/screw extraction & stripped thread renovation.
Custom parts manufacture, milling,turning,etc.
Preferred supplier to premium boatbuilders & discerning owners.
Works

Pithead Yard, Anson Engine Museum, Poynton, SK12 1TD.

07712 052 635.

classicdiesel@hotmail.com

We actively support the Anson Engine Museum in preserving
our Internal Combustion & Engineering heritage.
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Centurion Court
Centurion Way
Leyland
Lancashire
PR25 3UQ
Tele 01772 642460
Fax 01772 621333

WALSH’S

ENGINEERING LTD

COMMERCIAL DIESEL ENGINE SPECIALISTS
Barton Moss Road
Eccles
Parts & Services
Manchester
MR30 7RL
Tele:- 0161 787 7017 Fax:- 0161 787 7038
E Mail:- walshs@gardnerdiesel.co.uk www.gardnerdiesel.co.uk

Gardner
Enthusiast
Parts and Services for the Gardner Engine

Unit 22A
Monument Business Park,
Warpsgrove Lane,
Chalgrove, Oxford.
OX44 7RW.
Tel: +44 (0) 1865 400703

www.gardner-enthusiast.com

Disclaimer please see note 3 on page 1

